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MR. BARTLEY L. MUNSON: The purposeof this sessionis to givean overview of
nonforfeiturevalues for long-termcare (LTC) insurance. I'm goingto assume that it
wouldn't hurt for allof us to have a review of the different forms, their cost, and
where we seem to stand from a regulatory and industrypoint of view. The sources
of information come largelyfrom two major reportsthat our ad hoc actuarialgroup
developed for the NAIC. My company alsodid a report on this subject for the
American Associationof RetiredPersons(AARP) from which I derived some
information.

I think the two documentsfor the NAIC are particularlyusefulto draw from, for they
have been referredto many times by regulators,industryrepresentatives,and
consumergroups. They are particularlyuseful becausepricingshown is the average
of six different pricers(and the high and low of their range). Pricingconsumed a lot
of our time, but at least you know the documents don't reflectone person'sview-
point regarding how they price these benefits. I think the average of six different
pricers gives you some confidence in their usefulness.

We'll first explore some background of why we might have nonforfeiture benefits in
LTC insurance. Then we'll look at each of several forms - their advantages, disad-
vantages, and costs. Then we'll consider where the NAIC and the federal people are
at the moment.

For the purpose of our discussion, it's important to realize we're talking about paying
benefits upon a voluntary cessation of premiums for a long-term-care plan not upon
death. VII make some comments about death, where it's relevant. But that's been
confused many times when discussing this product. When we start having nonforfei-
ture benefits, we need to start discerning what type of terminations we're talking
about. This is all voluntary. As we'll see, they'll take many forms.

I think many of us believe that as we do have level annual premiums, and annual
claim costs that increase dramatically at the older ages, we have a question of equity
and what's due to whom when. The consideration of nonforfeiture benefits is related
to this prefunding in long-term-care insurance.

It's worth noting that for long-term care, a statutory active life, or contract reserve
increases to some peak at a rather high attained age and then decreases at some
rate, to zero, at the end of your mortality table. Unlike Lifeinsurance, it's not certain
that we'll have a claim. It's not, therefore, necessary to peak to a reserve that's
equal to the ultimate benefit. One can come up with their own shape (with peaks
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and slopes),even for the same LTC policy, dependingon the assumptionsused, but
that representsthe basicnature of a long-termcare active life reserve.

Analogies have been drawn, sometimes usefullyand sometimesdangerously,to
permanent, whole-life insurance. There are similaritiesand differences.

Whole life and LTC both have level premiumsthat involve prefunding,often by a
considerableamount. Whole life has a fixed or a maximum premium, one or the
other, unlikeLTC, which has a guaranteed renewable premium so far. The qualifier
refersto the "rate stabilization"subject which the regulatorsare pursuing. But so far
it's guaranteed renewable. Unlike whole life, you can adjust the premium.

There's the matter of the certainty of the benefit payments. With whole life, the
benefits will be paid if you keep the policy in force. We know some day that we'll all
die, but with long-termcare, beneficiariesmay not ever claim LTC benefits,even if
the policy is kept in force until death.

Hence, we have that hump in the active life reservewhen we plot it by policy
duration. This difference causes some dangers in the analogieswe hear people
drawing.

The motivationsfor exercisingnonforfeiturebenefits are different. Whole life, right or
wrong, and usuallyright, is marketed sometimesfor the value of its cashvalue and
the investment side. Someone marketing life insurancecan do a lot of thingswith
that. On the other hand, long-term-careinsuranceis not marketed as a savings
vehicle. In fact, peoplein Washington are afraid that it might become that and don't
want it to be. If they permit certainnonforfeiturebenefits, like cash, the fear is it
couldbecome a tax-shelteredsavingsplan.

We get different kindsof antiselectionconcerns when pricinglife and LTC products.
For life, we know extended term insurancepresentsantiselection,and we have priced
for that for years. We have some risksfrom the cash and loanvalues and disinterrne-
diation that we've learnedabout in recent years. For long-termcare, we don't have
any of that yet. We would have to think about those if we have cash values. For
some of the other noncashforms, we move towards a noncancellableproductwhen
we go to paid-up long-term-care benefits. So we introducesome antiselectionissues
different from life insurance.

When working for the SOA Task Force on LTC Valuation Methods and for the NAIC,
I went back to some Society literature,and I foundthe Report on ActuarialPrinciples
and PracticalProblemsWith RegardTo Nonforfeiture Requirementsfrom January
1976. It was a specialblue ribboncommittee that the Society put together to look at
life insuranceand healthinsurance. At one point, I was hopingwe might find
something in our rootsthat would help us struggle throughthis debate that we've
had on LTC nonforfeiture. Frankly, I didn't find much; long-term-careinsurancedid
not exist back then.

I'd like to read a few sentences out of that report,becauseit's interestingto see what
our sistersand brotherssaid about this issue back then. They said in brief summary:
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"Some of the conclusions the committee has reached with regard to life insurance
which may be relevant to considerations of health insurance are the following:
1. Nonforfeiture values derive from substantial prefunding of future coverage.
2. Asset sharesare an appropriate and convenient measure of the "equity" in a

contract.
3. It's desirable to avoid trivial nonforfeiture values.

4. The nature of the coverage provided should be preserved to the largest
practical extent."

Many of us have thought and talked about those four comments without realizing it.

Then there was a paragraph that reveals some struggling with long-term disability.
LTD relates to the long-term-care product although LTC is even a bigger struggle.
"Disability coverages are enormously more complex than life coverages, with different
disability definitions, elimination periods and benefit periods. Homogeneous morbidity
data are often lacking." (This could have been an LTC paragraph.) "And published
expense data are nonexistent. In practical terms, compiling data and enacting
appropriate legislationand administering a wide array of contracts presents a formida-
ble obstacle to be avoided if equity can be served otherwise. As we pointed out in
connection with life insurance, equity can be maintained through premiums if there
are no cash values." And this in many ways is part of the debate and struggle we
have today with LTC. They acknowledged that there could be nonforfeiture benefits
for some LTD. I sometimes wonder what they would have said if we had that group
looking at LTC 17 years ago.

I want to show you some data on persisting policies that relate to what's been driving
the regulators and the consumer groups (and frankly, some actuaries and companies)
to struggle with finding appropriate nonforfeiture benefits. Table 1 shows the number
of people that remain every quinquenial year if you look at only voluntary lapsation,
with flat lapse rates by year shown at the top of the column. The number persisting
under more realistic lapse pricing assumptions are shown in the last column. This
table and others like it have been quoted by some folks to point out that very few
people persist to get their long-term care benefit. For "those" who terminate volun-
tarily we ought to give them something, goes the argument. However you feel about
those comments and arguments, these numbers are often quoted.

If you combine those lapse rates with mortality according to the 1983 Individual
Annuity Mortality dAM}, and if the mortality is improving at 1.5% a year, Table 2
shows you how many people are left after 5-65 years.

The Ad Hoc Actuarial Group that published the two reports for the NAIC does not
exist anymore. In fact, for the first report there were 14 original members; there was
a group of 10 for the second report, and now the 10 have totally disappeared.

We truly were ad hoc. I told the NAIC that we would form a group and do some-
thing for them on this subject. Some of you were part of the group. We produced
what isreferred to as the June 2, 1992 report. We foolishly called it our Final
Report. We did another one after it. SO our first one was our final one. I'm not sure
if that gave the regulators great confidence in our ability to work with numbers.
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TABLE 1

Number of PoliciesRemainingIn Force
VoluntaryLapsesOnly - No Mortality

PercentageLapsingEachYear

Endof Policy PricingAssumption (25%,
Year 5% (1) 10% (1) 16% _J 15%, 10%, 5% Forever)

0 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000
5 774 590 418 518

10 599 349 175 401
15 463 206 73 310
20 358 122 31 240
25 277 72 13 186
30 215 42 5 144
35 166 25 2 111
40 129 15 1 86
45 99 9 67
50 77 5 51
55 60 3 40
60 46 2 31
65 36 1 24

(1) Arbitraryandmerelyillustrative.
(2) A numberfromHealthInsuranceofAmerica,ResearchBulletin.Long-Term-CareInsurance:

A MarketUpdate,January1991;page29. Thisannuallapseratenormallywouldnot
prevailoverthemanyyearsa blockof policiesareinforce,butithasbeenassertedby
someto dosoandthusisshownforillustration.

Table 3 summarizesthe policyspecificationson the policy we priced.

I don't know if the word "typical" ever makes sense for this product, but it is a fairly
typical nursinghome and home healthcare product, with a four-year lifetime benefit.
This is the basicpolicy we used,with the benefrt triggershown. We did it with and
without inflationprotection.

Our pricing assumptionsare shown in Table4. We used "base" pricingassumptions,
and alsovaried certain assumptionswhileholdingallothers at the "base" - we did
that for lapse, interest rates and expenses. Every pricer used their own claim costs,
methodologiesand pricingsystem. We didn't feel there was a particularlycorrect
one. I think all of us couldhave arguedforever about which was best. So we
confidentiallyused our own. However, we did use common assumptions for most
everythingelse, as you can see here.

Throughout this discussion,I've drawn numbersproduced by the base or middle
assumptions. That's why you see that parentheticaldescription. We spent some
time as a group working on these assumptions. We don't claim they're right for
everybody. But we thought they were useful enoughto be illustrative and helpful for
the regulatorsand for the rest of us reviewing the report.
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TABLE 2

Number of Policies Remaining In Force
Voluntary Lapses and Mortality Combined

IssueAge

35 "'t 50 ..t 65 t 75 35 I 50 165 175of
Policy PricingAssumptionMortalityPlus5% .1) PricingAssumptionMortalityPlus 10% (1)
Year LapseEachYear LapseEachYear

',]

0 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000
5 771 762 732 661 588 581 558 504

10 593 577 520 398 346 336 303 232
15 455 434 352 208 202 193 156 93
20 348 321 220 91 118 109 75 31
25 265 232 122 32 69 60 32 8
30 200 161 58 9 40 32 11 2
35 149 106 23 1 23 16 3
40 110 63 7 13 7 1
45 78 33 1 7 3
50 53 15 4 1
55 33 6 2
60 19 2 1
65 10

PricingAssumptionMortality Plus16% _2_
LapseEachYear PricingAssumptionMortalityand Lapse

0 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000
5 417 412 395 357 517 510 490 442

10 173 169 152 116 397 386 348 266
15 72 68 56 33 305 290 235 140
20 30 27 19 8 233 215 147 61
25 12 11 6 1 177 155 82 21
30 5 4 1 134 108 39 6
35 2 1 100 72 15 1
40 1 73 42 5
45 , 52 22 1
50 35 10
55 22 4
60 13 1
65 6

Arbitrary and
A numberfrom HealthInsuranceof America,ResearchBulletin. Long-Term-CareInsurance:
A Market Update, January1991; page 29.

Table 5 is a page from that report. Here's where we took our pricing assumptions -

mortality and gender mix with the three different lapse rates across the top - for four
different issue ages to show how many people are left.

interesting to see how many people exited the column by death. If you look at

65, you see on the bottom line, under the low lapse rates, that there were a total
557 people in this cohort who died. You can see the impact of middle or base

lapse rates; that became 339 under the base lapse rates and just 149 under the high

lapse assumption. This gives you a feeling for the impact of those kinds of
terminations.
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TABLE 3

Policy Specifications

Daily Benefits
Nursing Home $80 per day
Home Health $40 per day

Benefit Period Four-year lifetime
Elimination Period 30 days
Benefit Structure Days of Home Health benefits count as a half day

Indemnity basis
Premiums waived after 90 days Nursing Home benefits paid
Community Care covered

Benefit Trigger Medical Necessity
Cognitive Impairment
2 of 5 activities of daily living (ADLs) (human assistance)
ADLs: Continence, Dressing, Eating, Transferring,

and Toileting
Inflation 5% compounded for life, including while in claim

Automatic
Level premium

TABLE 4

Pricing Assumptions

Claim Costs Each actuary's
Mortality 1983 Group Annuity Mortality (GAM) blended unisex table
Gender 60% female/40% male each issue age
Risk/Profit 10% of premium
Taxes 2,5% premium + deferred acquisition cost (DAC)
Lapse 15%/10%/5% thereafter (Base)
Interest Rate 7% level (Base)
Expense First year = 75% of premium + $120 per policy

Renewal Years = 15% of premiums + $20 per policy
All years = 6% of claims paid

It's looking at numbers like that, and the pattern of reserves and premiums, that
cause many people to say we've got to have nonforfeiture benef'rts. I don't attempt
to argue for or against them. I'll try to stay neutral in my comments. That's fairly
easy to do, because while I think we should have them, I don't like any of them. So
I don't know what to do. I think that's been the dilemma for many people. There
are advantages and disadvantages in every form and every option. We'll look at
these: cash surrender value, return of premium, reduced paid up, extended term, and
shortened benefit period. The latter has become the form of choice among most of
the regulators and the consumer groups. Then we'll look at some other forms, some
of which would be combinations of these.

CASH SURRENDERVALUE (CSV)

There's nothingmysterious about cash surrendervalues. We're all familiar with them.
They return a portionof the reserve or the assetshare, and the value varies by issue
age and duration. Obviouslythat form has some advantagesand disadvantages. It's
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in a lump sum (we'll assume for the moment). We'll talk about the variation on
later. It's paid at death or lapse. I said we're talking about voluntary termina-

tions, but in this form we also have to consider death. Sometimes the necessity of
is obvious to people; sometimes it's not. From a public policy point of view, it

doesn't seem fair not to also pay benefits upon death.

TABLE 5

Policies PersistingFrom 1,000 Issued
Mortality and Gender Mix Per Pricing Assumptions

LowLapseRates BaseLapseRates HighLapseRates
of (10/5/2.5), IssueAge (15110/5},IssueAge (25/15/I0), IssueAge

Policy
Year 45 55 65 75 45 55 65 75 45 55 65 75

1 899 I 896 891 871 849 847 841 823 749 747 742 726

2 I 852 I 848 836 798 763 759 748 714 636 632 623 595
3 829 823 805 747 723 717 701 651 571 566 554 514
4 807 798 773 696 686 678 657 591 513 507 491 442
5 785 774- 741 645 650 640 614 534 460 454 435 378
6 763 750 710 594- 616 605 572 479 413 406 384 322
7 742 726 678 545 583 571 533 428 371 363 339 272
8 722 703 646 496 552 538 494 380 333 324 298 229
9 701 679 614 449 523 507 458 335 299 289 261 191

10 681 656 582 404 495 477 423 294 268 258 229 159
11 661 633 549 360 468 448 389 255 240 230 199 131
12 642 610 517 319 443 421 356 220 215 204 173 107
13 623 587 484 280 419 395 325 189 193 182 150 87
14 604 564 451 244 396 370 296 160 172 161 129 70
15 586 541 419 210 374 345 267 134 154 143 110 55
20 497 425 264 82 279 238 148 46 88 75 47 14
25 410 306 139 19 202 151 68 9 49 36 16 2
30 322 194 55 2 139 84 24 1 26 15 4 0
35 232 102 13 O 88 39 5 0 12 5 1
40 147 40 1 49 13 0 5 1 0
45 77 10 0 23 3 2 0
50 31 1 8 0 0
55 7 0 2
60 1 0

Sum of Deathsat Endof PolicyYear

10 19 47 129 328 15 38 104 269 10 26 72 188
20 54 140 338 591 37 96 236 437 19 49 125 259
30 24 291 508 663 71 169 320 474 27 66 146 269

Rnol 361 452 557 665 148 228 339 474 36 74 149 269

S_urce: NAICLong-TermCareInsurance,NonfetfeltureBenefrts,Ad HocActuat_ GrOL_,June2, 1992.

What if you helpyour mother die comfortably, but realizethe day after she's gone
if you had only surrenderedthe policytwo days eadier you could have received
cash surrendervalue? We can't put insuredsor family membersin the position

needingto remember to surrenderpoliciesandthen strugglingwith that decision
when their minds ought to be on somethingelse. This is a more expensive option

some of the forms that pay out in LTC benefits, becauseyou're paying it out for
kinds of decrements: voluntary and death.

There certainly are some argumentsagainst this form. The cost of it is one. Some
it may encourage long-term-careinsuranceto be sold as an investmentvehicle

(though I think it's a bad one). I doubt we would see that developedas a threat to
underminethis product. In addition,there aretax problems with the option. The
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Senate Finance Committee staff, at least a year ago, discussed the tax problems with
me. I pointed out that if it's limited to not more than the return of premium, I'm not
sure why it needs to become a tax problem. I think regulations can be written to
control that.

This was a form of choice for me some time ago. I left it, but now I've come back
to it and like to think about it again. It has disadvantages, several of them, but it
does have the advantage of letting people out of the contract; they can leave if they
don't like their insurance, or if they don't need the insurance. As we'll see, there are
serious problems with each of the other forms. So the cash surrender value option
still intrigues me.

As an actuarial group we produced four cash surrender value schedules for the NAIC.
Let me just quickly tell you what they were: (1) We had a Schedule A Uncapped. It
was from an old report that another group did for the NAIC, It was essentially 90%
of a no-lapse asset share, and it had no death benefit in it. It was the result of a
model Jim Robinson at the University of Wisconsin had developed with some Robert
Wood Johnson funding. (2) We had Schedule A Capped, where the CSV was
capped at 100% of the premium. (3) We had Schedule C, which was based on our
base pdcing in this actuarial report. It was derived from an asset share that had no
lapses above duration three. We did have a 10% risk charge, There was no inflation
protection in the product. (4) Finally is Schedule E, which is the one we used for
most testing in our report. That was developed a bit more actuadally.

Let me briefly describe how we derived these Schedule E cash values. First, we
related them to reserves. Since we don't have reserve standards, we created some
reserves for this purpose. We calculated reserves for the base policy, without inflation
protection. We did it based on one-year preliminary term. We used the 1983 Group
Annuity Mortality Table, unisex, with a blending of 60/40 female/male. We assumed
no lapses. The claims costs were from one of the six pricers. We used 5,5%
interest.

Second, cash values were a percentage of the reserve. In the first three years, the
percentage was zero. There was no cash value. In duration four, the base started at
50% of the reserve and went up 5% a year to a maximum of 80% at duration 10.
It remained 80% thereafter. That was an outcome of the discussion of the Actuarial
Ad Hoc Group. It isn't recommended necessarily as a way to do it, but it's not an
unreasonable way to do it.

Third, all the pricers priced that type of scale on base pricing assumptions and came
up with premiums for a policy that would include, among other features, the scale of
nonforfeiture benefits.

Next, we took those six sets of premiums, averaged them across the six pricers to
obtain an assumed annual premium. Finally, we could then express the cash
surrender scale as a percentage of premium and use the same scale for everybody in
our six pricing systems. We divided the cash value from Step 2 by the sum of
premiums to the date of lapse. That was the resulting scale we all used in our
subsequent pricing -- a cash surrender value scale expressed as a common (across
pricers) percentage of the sum of unique premiums (by pricer).
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Table 6 is one page out of our report, just to show what the reserves in Step 1 and
the cash values in Step 2 look like. I pickedthe page that has issueage 65 in the

right-handcolumn. This is per $10 of nursinghome benefit. You'll see the statutory
reserve based on the assumptionsI just mentioned, plusthe cashvalue related to it in
the last column.

TABLE 6

For Use in Producing Schedule E

IssueAge50 IssueAge 55 IssueAge60 tssueAge 65
Endof Cash .....
Policy Value Statutory Cash Statutory Cash Statutory Cash Statutory Cash
Year Percentage Reserve Value Reserve Value Reserve Value R_,stve Value

1 0% $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
2 0 35 0 47 0 67 0 89 0
3 0 70 0 96 0 136 0 177 0
4 50 107 53 146 73 209 106 264 132
5 55 145 80 199 110 283 156 348 191
6 60 156 111 256 153 359 215 431 258
7 85 228 148 315 205 434 282 509 331
8 70 273 191 378 265 511 358 586 410
9 75 320 240 445 334 587 440 660 495

10 80 370 296 514 411 662 529 731 585
11 80 423 338 584 467 735 588 800 640
12 80 479 383 654 523 504 643 865 692
13 80 538 431 725 580 871 697 925 740
14 80 602 482 795 636 936 749 981 785
15 80 667 534 864 691 998 798 1,030 824
16 80 733 587 931 745 1,057 846 1,074 859
17 80 800 640 994 795 1,113 890 1,110 858
18 80 867 694 1,055 844 1,164 931 1,140 912
19 80 933 746 1,115 892 1,211 969 1,164 931
20 80 998 798 1,170 936 1,251 1,001 1,182 946
21 80 1,062 849 1,223 978 1,286 1,029 1,193 955
22 80 1,120 696 1,273 1,018 1,314 1,051 1,203 963
23 80 1,178 942 1,319 1,055 1,335 1,065 1,203 962
24 80 1,233 986 1,360 1,086 1,351 1,081 1,192 953
25 80 1,284 1,027 1,394 1,115 1,361 1,089 1,177 941
26 80 1,334 1,067 1,423 1,139 1,365 1,092 1,154 923
27 80 1,380 1,104 1,446 1,156 1,367 1,094 1,123 899
28 80 1,422 1,137 1,462 1,169 1,359 1,087 1,089 871
29 80 1,459 1,167 1,473 1,178 1,340 1,O72 1,049 839
30 80 1,489 1,191 1,478 1,182 1,317 1,054 1,010 808
31 80 1,515 1,212 1,476 1,181 1,287 1,030 967 773
32 80 1,534 1,227 1,473 1,179 1,250 =1,000 928 743
33 80 1,546 1,237 1,460 1,168 1,208 967 885 708
34 80 1,554 1,243 1,436 1,149 1,162 929 845 676
35 80 1,555 1,244 1,409 1,127 1,115 892 789 631
36 60 1,550 1,240 1,374 1,099 1,066 853 728 583
37 80 1,544 1,235 1,332 1,O65 1,022 818 689 535
38 80 1,528 1,222 1,286 1,029 973 779 610 488
39 80 1,501 1,201 1,235 988 927 742 550 440
40 80 1,470 1,176 1,184 947 866 693 491 393
41 80 1,432 I1,145 1,131 905 800 640 433 346
42 80 1,387 1,109 1,083 866 735 588 376 300
43 80 1,338 1,070 1,030 824 671 537 321 267
44 80 1,283 1,027 981 785 608 486 275 220
45 80 1,230 984 916 733 544 435 0 0
46 60 1,174 939 847 677 481 385
47 80 1,123 899 779 623 419 335
48 80 1,068 855 712 569 359 287
49 80 1,016 813 645 516 304 243
50 80 949 759 578 462 0 0

Note: Values per $10 Nursing Home Daily Benefit.

Source: NAIC Long-Term Care Insurance, Nonforfeiture Benefits, Ad Hoc Actuarial Group, June
2, 1992.
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Table 7 shows what kind of scaleswe derivedfor issueage 65. All are expressed as
a percentageof the sum of the premiums. Theseare what we developed,as
ScheduleA, C, and E (the footnote points out that the capped limitationon Schedule
A didn't apply above age 60). You can see lookingacross which scalewas relatively
rich. Schedule E was thinner, and in fact, peaked and decreased, followingthe
pattern of the reserve.

TABLE 7

CSV as % of Sum Premiums issue Age 65

End of Year Schedule A* ScheduleC ScheduleE
J,

1 8% 0% 0%
2 29 0 0
3 38 0 0
4 44 37 17
5 49 40 20

10 52 49 31
20 52 53 25
30 52 53 14
4O 52 53 5

Cappingat 100% appliesonlybelow issueage60
Source:June2, 1992 Reportto NAIC

Table 8 shows the premium results for these cash surrender scales; the top half of
the table shows a policy without inflation protection, the bottom half shows it with
inflation protection. The premiums shown are the averages of the six pricers and for
policies with no nonforfeiture values. The table shows what happens to the premi-
ums if we had a nonforfeiture benefit equal to any of these cash surrender value
scales.

Look at age 65. For ScheduleE, the premium went up 34% without inflation
protection; with inflation protection we see it went up 33%. You can see the
percentage changesacrossthe different issueages.

RETURN OF PREMIUM (ROP)
Let's look at return of premium, which is just a different way of sayingcash surrender
value, in my opinion. Letsdiscussthe kindsof optionsthat are on the market. They
start as eady as the first policy year, but usually later. They return premiums almost
always without interest. Returningpremiumsaccumulated with some interest rate
makes an already expensive option a lot more expensive. Also, the policy provides
for deducting any long-termcare claimsthat have been paid. That's a typical way of
definingthe option. That's what we did, althoughin our pricingwe assumedno
claims have been paid. We were doing it intheory. The result is a little bit conserva-
tive. This option is similarto cash surrendervalue and therefore you have to pay it at
death or lapsefor the same reasons.

Though I didn't mention it earlier, I would think if we go the route of cashsurrender
value and define it that way, we should deduct any LTC claims paid there, too.
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Chart 1 shows the premium increases for all four of the cash surrender value scales,
for a policy without inflation protection. Again, maybe Schedule E is the one to focus
on.

CHART 1

Percentage Premium Increase versus Base Policy
to Provide Cash Surrender Value

v_r_hout Inflation Protection (Based on Average Premiums)
300-

ScheduleA Capped

i ScheduleCiiii_ ScheduleE

i
50

30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85

IssueAge

Source: NAICLong-TermCareInsurance,NonforfeitureBenefitsAdHocActuarialGroup,
June2, 1992.

What scaledo you use for return of premium? We tried the base and then alternate
scale. Again, these were the fairly arbitrary results of discussionsamong actuaries.
We said let's start at year five at 15%, increasing5% per year to a maximum of
75%. We looked at some products on the market that weren't too much different
from this. The alternate scale started earlier (5% at year two) and it capped out
higher (90% at year 20).

Table 9 shows what these scales do to the premium. Looking at age 65, we have
both the base and alternate, which look very expensive. Return of premium can be
very expensive, depending on how one comes up with a predefined scale. We try to
make that clear in our report. There is nothing that says return of premium is
inherently more expensive than cash surrender value. We just happened to pick some
scales that were.

Chart 2 also shows the premium increases, but with inflation protection. The
percentage increases look very much alike, with or without inflation protection. The
dollar amounts, of course, are bigger, because we're starting with an inflation
protection base premium that's higher.
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TABLE 9
% Increasein Annual Premium

,= ,= r =

Issue Age

W_out Inflation Protectfon
i 1 i i i i

A_ 165 I 66 I 68 I 70 I 72 I 73 73 S6 _9 _0 39
W_h Inflal_n Protection

A_ 64 66 =,(,69 71 73 73 70 I 66 160 (,_ I 3g

Source: Juue2, 1992 Report to NAIC

CHART 2

Percentage Premium Increase versus Base Policy
to Provide Cash Surrender Value

V_h Inflation Protection (Based on Average Premiums)

3OO

250 ] Schedule A Uncapped

200 | _L ScheduleA Capped

ScheduleC

_¢ 150-o. E_ ScheduleE

100-

50

30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85

Issue Age

Source: NAICLong-TermCareInsurance,NonforfeitureBenet-_s,AdHocActuarialGroup,
June2, 1992.

REDUCED PAID-UP(RPU)
RPU is analogousto life insurance: we reduce the daily benefit, but coverage goes
forever (for life) once you stop paying premiums, and benefits run for the full benefit
pedod. It providesfundingfor LTC benefits,not cash independentof the policy's
benefit trigger. I have some concerns about this form. I know there are some on the
market, and they're not bad, but there's something wrong with every form, and
that's been the struggle of the regulatorsand others. There's considerableadministra-
tive expenseto maintain records forever on a smalldaily benefit. It's difficult to track
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an insured who doesn't pay premiums anymore. Are they even alive? It becomes a
noncancellable, long-term-care product. Depending on how rich the scale is - i.e.
how early it starts, how big it is - we can get a block moving toward noncancellable
quickly. While some have suggested with this form we could stack pieces from
successive policies, I believe that's flawed. A buyer drops policies and buys others,
as products evolve and get better. Some call that stacking of policies. I don't think
that will work. The very reason they upgrade in that fashion is because the policy is
better and different. Try to explain to consumers that they have four long-term-care
policies, one with three-day prior hospital, one with no home care. We can imagine
the variations. I'm not sure that's going to work very well. So I'm not sure it's very
helpful to argue you can stack them.

A question: ff we go to noncancellable, should we vary the daily benefit amount of
the RPU after the policy is lapsed? The vadatJoncould be either because the com-
pany's experience has improved but more likely because it detedorsted. It's a block
of business beyond reach of premium adjustment. Well, we've raised the question in
our report. Should that scale that's published in the policy be subject to change after
the policy is issued? Perhaps while it's still in premium paying status or even after it
goes on paid up. But those who have thought about it say, once it goes on paid up
and you tell them they have 922 of a daily benefit you really shouldn't 10 years later
say, "Oops, you have $19." I haven't heard that this issue has been settled. But
that opinion has been consistently expressed. RPUdoes have the advantage of
paying out a benefit of the kind insured by the policy.

Table 10 shows what our RPUpercentages were. We came up with a high scale, a
middle scale, and a lower scale using a 1991 report. The latter two applied to all
issue ages; all are predefined.

The scales produce premiums as shown in Table 11. Again at age 65, the low scale
without inflation protection increasesthe premium 19%; with inflation protection the
premium increases 27%. Then we asked, how do premiums compare with what we
showed earlier for the cash surrendervalue scale? What's the relative cost for

comparable benefits between cash surrender value and RPU? To answer that, we
need some reasonably comparable benefit scales.

We developed an equivalent RPUscale by taking the premium that we generated for
the cash surrender value, Schedule E. We'll add a risk charge because RPU becomes
noncancellable and we think the insurer needs to charge a little more for this. How
much more? We didn't successfully define that. We finally said, let's let each of the
six pricers set their own charges. We never told each other what we did. We all had
different opinions, and frankly, none of us felt we knew what we should do. We did
use a 20% charge for a shortened benefit period in our next report.

We assumed that the cash surrender value amount would be paid upon death before
the policy went on an RPUstatus, because our base equivalency was using the same
premium, It wouldn't be entirely equivalent if we didn't do something for those who
died before it went to nonforfeiture. So we assumed it would be paid on death.
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TABLE 10

Reduced Paid Up Percentage

"High" Percentage*, IssueAge "Middle" "Lower"
Endof Percentage,All Percentage,*
Policy IssueAges All Issue
Year 35 50 65 75 (BaseScale) Ages

2 1% 6% 5%
3 6 13 11
4 3% 12 19 17
5 7 16 25 22 25%
6 10 21 31 27 28
7 13 26 36 31 31
8 17 30 40 35 34
9 20 34 44 38 37
10 23 38 48 42 40 30
15 39 55 61 54 55 45
20 52 67 70 62 70 60
25 64 75 75 67 80 75
30 72 80 78 71 80 75
35 78 83 80 73 80 75
40 82 85 82 74 80 75
45 85 86 83 74 80 75
50 86 87 83 80 75
55 87 87 83 80 75
60 88 87 8O 75
65 88 88 80 75
70 89 88 80 75
75 99 80 75
80 89 80 75
85 89 80 75

From April 10, 1991 Report
Source: NAIC Long-TermCare Insurance,NonforfeitureBenefits, Ad Hoc ActuarialGroup,

June 2, 1992.

TABLE 11
% Increase in Annual Premiums

issueAge

Without Inflation ProteclJon

71% 81% 67% 72% 65% 56% 45% 35% 23% 12% 10% 5%

86 100 78 71 62 51 38 28 18 10 5 3
58 73 57 55 49 38 28 19 10 5 3 1

W'_h inflation Protect_n
!

217 172 142 131 I(X) 76 58 43 28 16 9 I 6
274 216 168 129 95 72 48 33 21 12 6 I234 182 142 119 83 60 40 27 16 9 4

June 2, 1992 Report to NAIC
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The resulting RPU scales for issue age 65 are shown in the last two columns of Table
12. If you want to put the same premium into the policy as for the cash surrender
value, Schedule E, you could use this kind of an RPU scale.

TABLE 12

RPU Purchased by CSV

Equivalent

End of Year High Middle (Base) Low Without IP With IP

1 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
2 6 0 0 0 0
3 13 0 0 0 0
4 19 0 0 8 7
5 25 25 0 11 9

10 48 40 30 27 21
15 61 55 45 32 22
20 70 70 60 33 20
25 75 80 75 35 18
30 78 80 75 38 16

Source:June2, 1992 Reportto NAIC

Chart 3 shows the premium increase of a policy that has neither inflation protection
nor a nonforfeiture benefit. Which of those two benefits is more important, inflation
protection or a nonforfeiture benefit, or are both important? But if you have both, the
chart shows what it does to the premium. I think this graph shows what some of
the struggle has been about. You can define your own scale, you can do it in your
own pricing assumptions, you won't get these exact percentages, but you'll get
something that is generally serious. That really can't be avoided, no matter who
prices it.

EXTENDED TERM INSURANCE (ETI)

Extendedterm benefit works just like it does in life insurance. It providesa long-term-
care benefit which is desirable. It providesthe full daily benefit and the full benefit
period once you go in claim. Of course,one of the disadvantagesof it, as many
have said, is that the claim must start within the extended coverage period. You get
what you pay for, and many insuredswon't have the coverage they need when they
become older. That's a disadvantage. It also has other difficulties of RPU: tracking
people, expensiveadministration,goingon a noncancellableblock. So this form really
hasn't caught the fancy of many people.

We calculated,as six pricers,scalesof ETI that are equivalentto what could be
purchased by the premium for that cash surrendervalue Scale E. They look, on
average, something like Table 13. Look at issueage 65, at the end of policy year
10. If one quits at age 75, we say, as a group,you'd have about three-and-a-half
years of coverage (whether the policy has inflationprotection or not). In this case, if
you incur a claim within those three-and-a-halfyears a full four yearsof benefit would
be provided.
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CHART 3

Percentage Premium Increase versus Base Policy to Provide Nonforfeiture Benefit
Form Specified Plus Inflation Protection Base Policy Contains Neither

(Based on Average Premiums)

9OO

75O

6OO
CSV,ScheduleE

-_ ROPBase
=8 4s0
<= _ RPUBase

30O
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30 45sos5 60 6s 7o- 5 8085
IssueAge

Source:NAICLong-TermCareInsurance,NonforfeitureBenefits,AD HocActuarialGroup,June2,
1992.

SHORTENED BENERT PERIOD (SBP)
What is the benefit form of choicefor consumergroupsand the NAIC? The
shortened benefit periodis a form of nonforfeiturebenefit that ensuresthat the full
daily benefit willbe paid. The claim can start at anytime in the future, and that's
nice, but there's no free lunch. The benefit period will be shortenedfrom that which
you would normally get on a premium-payingbasis. It came up in a report my office
did last March for AARP. This issue alsowas addressed in the subsequentreport we
did in which we tried to cover the waterfront for the NAIC in ourJune 2, 1992

report. I'Utell you what happened with this report, and how we got into the
shortened benefit period later.

The SBP has negative factors similar to the RPU and ETI. It moves to noncancellable.
It's difficult to track a paid-up insured. It has administrative expense for a benefit that
might be very short. (There's something wrong with everything, remember.) Is it a
great deal to have a paid-up benefit that pays long-term-care benefits for only two
months? That's what your four-year benefit period can become. That's not real
helpful, either. But at least if you get a benefit, it's your full daily amount that may
mean something, and you're covered forever. So if you go into long-term care, you'll
get something. I think that's why it appealed to people. You may go off insurance
sooner than you would if you had a premium paying policy, and you may go on to
self pay, or Medicaid after you spend down, sooner than you otherwise would. But
at least until you get there you have some meaningful benefit in the policy.
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TABLE 13

ETI Years of Coverage, Equivalent to CSV, Schedule E
Pricers' Averages

Wrthout Inflation Protection, _rrth Inflation Protection,
Endof IssueAges IssueAges
Policy
Year 35 45 55 65 75 35 45 55 65 75

1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
4 1.8 2.0 2.3 1.7 0.6 4.9 4.4 3.8 2.1 0.6
5 2.5 3.2 3.2 2.2 0.7 6.5 6.0 4.7 2.6 0.8

10 9.4 9.7 7.2 3.5 1.2 12.7 11.4 7.8 3.4 1.0
15 12.8 11.1 6.9 3.2 1.0 12.6 10.6 6.4 2.3 0.7
20 13.7 10.8 5.5 2.7 0.8 11.3 8.7 4.1 1.4 0.5
25 12.9 9.2 4.1 2.3 0.8 9.0 6.1 2.4 0.9 0.4
30 11.6 7.1 3.3 1.9 0.6 6.8 3.7 1.4 0.5 0.2
35 9.4 5.2 2.7 2.0 0.0 4.4 2.0 0.8 0.4 0.0
40 6.9 5,1 2.4 1.4 2.4 1.1 0.5 0.3
45 5.0 3.5 2.4 0.0 1.3 0.7 0.4 O.0
50 3.7 3.0 1.8 0.7 0.4 0.3
55 3.1 2.8 0.0 0.4 0.3 0.0
60 2.4 2.1 0.3 0.2
65 1.7 0.0 0.2 0.0
70 1.8 0.1
75 0.0 0.0

Source:NAICLong-TermCareInsurance,NonforfeitureBenefits,Ad HocActuarialGroup,
June2, 1992.

you surrendered several policies with a shortened benefit period option, you would
stack again in a different way. You would stack full daily benefits. Some have said

that reason, if you provided four months of benefit on the first policy, then you'd
want to buy an elimination period that's at least that long on the next policy you
would buy. Then you'd get some reasonable coordination between those policies.
Would that lead us someday to long-term care policies with long elimination periods?
Maybe. However, the same problems with coordinating disparate RPUpolicies are
present for SBP.

Table 14 we have the SBP percentage of a four-year benefit policy, using a
premium equivalent to one developed for cash surrender value, Schedule E. You can

the SBP gets up maybe to close to half of the premium paying benefit period, or
two years, without inflation. It's much lower on the policy with inflation, because
benefits will inflate.

gave our June 2, 1992 report to the regulators at their June 1992 meeting in
Washington, D.C. They were very interested in the shortened benefit period. They
asked us whether we would do another study. Ten of the 14 actuaries from the first
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group agreed to do another report. We produced a 78-page report that we presented
last fall which focused as requested just on the shortened benef_ period.

TABLE 14

SBP % of Four-Year Benefit Period Equivalent to CSV, Schedule E
Pricers' Averages

W_houtInflationProtection, W'_hInflationProtection,
Endof IssueAges IssueAges
Policy
Year 35 45 55 65 75 35 45 55 65 75

1 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 O O
4 O 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 3 1
5 1 2 3 4 2 1 2 3 4 3

10 8 11 14 14 9 6 9 10 11 7
15 14 18 20 19 13 7 11 13 12 7
20 20 27 25 24 16 8 13 13 11 6
25 25 30 26 31 21 8 13 12 10 7
30 28 33 32 37 25 8 11 10 9 5
35 29 34 35 46 0 8 9 8 9 0
40 30 37 38 43 6 7 8 7
45 31 46 50 0 5 7 7 0
50 31 46 49 4 6 7
55 41 47 0 4 6 0
60 42 47 3 5
65 41 0 2 0
70 48 2
75 0 0

Source:NAICLong-TermCareInsurance,NonforfeitureBenefits,AdHocActuarialGroup,
June2, 1992.

Some have saidthe actuariesprefer this. I don't know. We never polled "the
actuaries." In fact, the firstgroup who participatedin the June 2, 1992 report were
asked by the regulatorswhich form they should adopt. I argued, semisuccessfully,
that it was not an actuarialquestion;we were not policymakers,and it was not our
roleto get that involved in this. I kept the Academy and the Society informed of
what we were doing, though we weren't a community of either body. We can do
something asa professionby providingobjectivefactual information,which I thought
was desperatelyneeded on this subject. The only problem was, the more we did,
the more questionswe raised. That's probablystill where we're at. But we did not
feel that there was any particularlyuniqueactuarialexpertise that would say: "These
are the policy choicesyou need to make." We did poll ourselveswith carefully
crafted questionsto try to determine what we liked and what we didn't like. The
results are in the report. I think it was useful. It's been misquoted a couple of times,
but we worked very hard to be objective.

few weeks ago I was called by a client and berated by their actuary for what the
regulatorsare doing for nonforfeiture- it was kind of like shootingthe messenger
becauseof the message. I felt badlyabout that. Then I was reallyrelieved when out

the clearblue the actuary said: "But you know, I want to tell you that those
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reports that the actuarial group did for the regulators were really objective and fair. I
couldn't find any real bias in there." I was relieved, because that was our goal. I also
think that's the role of our profession. That's what we ought to try to do. (I can tell
you that the first group of 14, and then the group of 10, had all kinds of opinions.)

The regulators wanted more information on nonforfeiture benefits and especially on
the SBP. This is how we tried to do that.

Regulators - and others - had the following questions: When should the benefits
start? Should benefits begin at the end of the second year, the third year, the fifth
year, the seventh, the tenth? How high should they start? What's nontrivial? How
fast should it go up by duration? Would you try some scales? I'm paraphrasing, but
that was the request. We decided to look at something that will give us some
foundation. So we came up with a scale using a modified asset-share approach. Six
actuaries can spend a lot of time on the phone debating how to define this. We tried
to be as specific and consistent across all six pricers as we could.

We focused on the four-year benefit period for this part of the exercise. Each of us
did our own asset share under normal pricing assumptions, except we assumed that
there would be no lapses beyond duration four because that's where we were going
to start the nonforfeiture scale. We were trying to treat lapsers and persisters
equitably by producing a scale of benef_s that would be insensitive to lapse rate
changes. We put no profit margin in the pricing in this asset share. So we modified
the asset share in those two ways.

We used the asset share that was developed, policy duration by duration, as a single
premium to purchase: the present value of future per-policy expenses; 6% of future
claims, as the cost of claim handling; and the present value of long-term care benefits.
Claim costs were based on whatever each pricerused, plus 20% of their premium-
paying claim costs. That's our risk margin for a noncancellable benefit. Unlike the
prior report, we decided we really ought to come up with something as a risk charge.
We were worded about it becoming the "right" charge. Would observers think
because a group of actuaries agreed that 20% is the right charge for going noncan-
cellable, then it must be? That is not what we did, and I say it every time I have a
chance. We wanted to make the point that there is a risk charge for removing the
possibility of being able to change premiums when and if needed.

We then expressed the benefits thus purchased at each policy year as a percentage
of the four-year benefit period.

We did some for both the two-, the four-, and the eight-year benefit periods. The
results are shown in Table 15 for issue ages 55 and 65. Let's just look at the 4-year
benefit period and issue age 65, without and with inflation protection. You can see
the kinds of years/days, as well as percentage of benefit period, that result. Are
those meaningful benefits? I don't know. Are they the correct or desirableones?
Not necessarily. But they gave us a benchmark. If each of us silently sat down and
wrote down our own correct scale, I don't know what it would have been compared
to these. But this gave our group and the NAIC some feel for what the scale might
be if it doesn't unduly disrupt the equity to persisters or lapsers.
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TABLE 15

SBP Scales for Two-, Four-, and Eight-YearBenefit Period
Producedby Modified Asset Shares

Averages of All Pricers
(Four-YearBenefit Period RepeatedFromTable 1 for Comparison)

Two-Year Benefit Four-Year Benefit Eight-YearBenefit
Period Period Period

%of %of %of
End of Years/ Benefit Years/ Benefit Years/ Benefit
Year Days Period Days Period Days Period

Issue Age 55 - W_hout Inflation Protection

5 0/64 9 0/110 8 0/143 5
10 0/175 24 0/291 20 1/9 13
15 0/273 37 1/96 32 1/236 21
20 0/347 48 1/235 44 2/49 27
25 1/34 55 1/330 48 2/163 31
30 1/54 57 1/382 51 2/188 31
35 1/49 57 1/348 49 2/164 31
40 1/24 53 1/243 42 2/129 29

Issue Age 55 - V_/_hInflation Protection

5 0/104 14 0/172 12 0/226 8
10 0/229 31 1/22 27 1/144 17
15 0/330 45 1/199 39 2/33 26
20 1/35 55 1/324 47 2/140 30
25 1/75 60 2/35 52 2/294 35
30 1/85 62 2/58 54 2/338 37
35 1/79 61 2/42 53 2/304 35
40 1/53 57 1/363 50 2/247 33

Issue Age 65 - Wrthout Inflation Protection

5 0/89 12 0/147 10 0/186 6
10 0/201 28 0/347 24 1/63 15
15 0/282 39 1/139 35 1/241 21
20 0/326 45 1/232 41 1/320 23
25 0/338 46 1/249 42 1/325 24
30 0/321 44 1/153 35 1/219 20

Issue Age 65 - With Inflation Protection

5 0/125 17 0/205 14 0/264 9
10 0/253 35 1/79 31 1/200 19
15 0/346 47 1/247 42 2/53 27
20 1/27 54 1/348 49 2/156 30
25 1/37 55 2/10 51 2/170 31
30 1/18 52 1/246 42 2/131 29

ource:NAICLong-TermCareInsurance'NonforfeitureI enefits,Ad HocActuarialGroup,
June 2, 1992.
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To be sure we all understand these results, let's look at issue age 65 without inflation
protection. Suppose you kept the policy in force 10 years. You'll have coverage
forever. You are now 75. If you have a claim, you do not have 4 years of benefits
anymore; you have the maximum of 347 days. The policy will pay the full daily
benefit of $80 in nursing home care, and $40 in home care.

Some of us (and I'm one) think that benefit is more useful than RPU or ETI. It is not

illusory. It can provide a consequential benefrL I don't want to argue too much for
SBP, becauseit's not perfect either. But in many ways, I can understandwhy the
regulatorsand the consumer groupsfind this more appealingthan someother forms.

Table 16 presentsthe annual premiums that resulted based on this modifiedasset
share, where the base policy is one with no nonforfeiturebenefits. At least we now
have some idea of what it might cost to providethis form of benefit, without
arbitrarily predefiningwhat the scale was.

TABLE 16
Annual Premiums - Four-YearBenefit Period

Issue Age

Policy 35 45 55 65 75

Without InflationProtection

Base $174 $284 $539 $1,236 $3,209
W_h SBP* 285 459 805 1,550 3,442
Increase 64% 62% 49% 25% 7%

With Inflation Protection

Base $ 445 $ 721 $1,257 $2,350 $4,784
With SBP* 1,477 1,811 2,354 3,372 5,398
Increase 232% 151% 87% 43% 13%

* Scalebasedon modifiedass_share
Source:September20, 1992 Repor_to NAICwithOctober6, 1992 Corrector

I think it's worth saying a few things about what we did using issue age 65. We still
had the NAIC's request to do several predefined scales, v_rrththe scale produced by
the modified asset share we had a base line for comparison. The results are depicted
in Chart 4.

The lines in the graphs represent the days of shortened benefit period. The annual
premiums for each of those lines are shown on the right. The benefit scales are
defined in the small print. The first one shown is the scale provided by the modified
asset share. But then we also priced several predefined scales all starting at the end
of the fifth policy year. We priced one to start at 1% of benefit, going up 1% a year
(1%/1%). We had what we named a 5% cliff start. That means that we started at
5% at the end of the fifth year. It went up either 1%, 2% or 3% a year. You can
see the different slopes in the lines and the different resulting premiums,
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CHART 4

Comparison of SBP Scales Four-Year Maximum Benefit

Issue Age 65
WithoutInflationProtection
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The triangle-shaped line represents a benefit that accrued one month of SBP per year
the policy was in force. It tracks along reasonably well for a four-year maximum
benefit basic policy. However, if you take that same one month per year on a two-

year maximum benefit premium paying policy, you have a fully paid-up policy in 24
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years. The other extreme is an eight-year benefit period policy. So that didn't seem
to fit real well with any reasonable definitions of equity across various policies. But
we were asked to calculate premiums for such a scale.

I've become endeared with a phrase: "Equity is a range." We tried to explain in our
report that one shouldn't focus on the scale from the modified asset share as being
the right answer. There are many reasons to apply caution:
1. We get different results from different actuaries. Those were averages, and

you get some different numbers.
2. Nobody knows the right noncancellable charge.
3. It's not easy to express some of these results, so maybe we need to find

simpler ways to express them.
4. Some would like us to return all the premium that's paid in. Not many

products will do that. So be careful we don't push and define equity as
returning everything back to the buyer if they want to change the agreement.

5. Even if one could define "equitable," it doesn't mean that's what we should
pay. We may have antiselection, cashing out of assets, expenses of handling
it, and things we've heard about in other nonforfeiture arenas.

6. We should recognize we have to balance things. The more a shortened
benefit period (or whatever other form) we buy, the more premium is paid by
everybody. Persisters and early lapsers (who never get to the first duration
where there's any nonforfeiture benefits) are among those who will pay a
higher premium though they'll never avail themselves of nonforfeiture benefits.
So we need to be careful how we struggle with equity.

7. We certainly could start somewhere other than at duration five. In some of
the combination forms we might want to marry an SBP with a cash out for a
few prior years.

8. Equity to some is a function of why a lapse occurs. We hear about the
people who, through no fault of their own, can't keep up the premium; their
life has changed in some way, and we ought to give them something. There
are other people who just say, oh the heck with it, I don't want to pay my
premium anymore. We should carefully sort out the stories we hear and
determine how to translate that information into numbers and actuarial pricing.

9. Fairness can change after a policy is issued. What we think is fair today might
change a lot with environmental developments down the road.

We should remind ourselves, as we reminded the regulators, that there are other
important considerations, including the mechanics of actually developing and applying
a shortened benefit period scale and the types of benefits that don't lend themselves
to an SBP, etc, Do we delete claims that have been paid from the shortened benefit
period once calculated or first from the cash amount that buys it? There are a host
of issues that we listed in a chapter. Again it's just a start. Wait until we try to
write the actual regulation; we'll find a lot more.

There are other forms of nonforfeiture benefits in addition to the five that we just
reviewed.

• There's a benefit-bank approach, which may be paid upon death also. When
you quit paying premiums, take a percentage of the premiums that have been
paid, maybe 100% of the premiums. Set them aside and hold them as an
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insurance fund. You might pay interest on them, if you're in New York, and
then pay them out when and if long-term-care claims are filed against the
policy.

• We could pay the benefit out as a life annuity, which was an idea that caught
a lot of attention about two years ago. It has been suggested this avoids the
payment on death problem. I think we're only deferring a problem to the next
debate if we pay it out as a life annuity. If the annuitant dies a month after
that annuity starts, I'm not sure the insurer can withstand the pressure. So
we can put a certain period in it, or offer a refund annuity.

• There's a combination of forms of benefit payout that we could use: by policy
duration, by issue age, or by attained age. Duration catches some peoples'
fancy. What if an SBP started at duration five? What if we want to take care
of people who might lapse in the first few years, on the grounds there has
been an inappropriate sale in the first place. If that's the case, we ought to
give something back to somebody. So one looks at different forms of benefits
there, because you don't want to give them a very brief and useless shortened
benefit period for life. Maybe you'd pay back some cash. We should consider
merging two different options in the same policy, depending on when the
lapse occurred.

There are companies that have advocated addressing this concern about rate stabiliza-
tion when there's a rate increase by providing a 30-, 60-, or 90-day window for the
policyholder to take a nonforfeiture benefit. Or instead of the rate increase they might
take a benefit decrease, which is a type of nonforfeiture benefit.

The following paragraph was adopted March 9, by the NAIC Health Insurance (B)
Committee in Nashville upon recommendation of the Long-Term-Care Task Force. It
is the amendment to the NAIC Long-Term-Care Insurance Model Act:

No long-term care insurance policy or certificate may be delivered or
issued for delivery in this state unless the policy or certificate provides
for nonforfeiture benefits to the defaulting or surrendering policyholder
or certificate holder. The commissioner shall promulgate a regulation
specifying the type or types of nonforfeiture benefits to be included in
such policies and certificates and the standards for the benefits.

It will be considered in June 1993 by the NAIC for final adoption. If adopted, it
would amend the Long-Term-Care Insurance Model Act. The big issue that was
finally settled at this point, unless things are changed in June, is that it provides
mandatory inclusion of nonforfeiture benefits, not a mandatory offer. This is just the
first shoe. The second shoe is a lot of work. It doesn't mention the shortened

benefit period. Who knows what the model regulation will say.

In developing the regulation I think people will look at whether the scale or scales that
should be in a policy will be what our group called fixed, minimum, or equivalent. For
a fixed scale, the regulation would say here's the scale (days or percentages or
whatever) and there shall be no variation. All policies will include this. For a mini-
mum scale, the policy would have to contain at least the stated percentages, but it
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could have higher benefits at some of the durations. Anything is allowed, under the
equivalent scale approach, as long as it's equivalent to what the regulation specifies.

We said as an actuarial group that fixed scales were not our preferred form, because
it's too early in the game to be that specific and not allow flexibility. We also said
equivalent scales were not our preference, because it would lead to hopeless chal-
lenges for our profession to figure it out and for regulators to do their jobs. Imagine
companies filing policy forms with goofy looking scales and alleging they are equiva-
lent. You think rate filing is a challenge these days! So we said we prefer the
minimum scale approach.

We all think about Washington, D.C. these days when discussinghealth care,
including long-term care. There were at least three bills introduced this year with
regard to nonforfeiture benefits. All of them are very similar and require that all long-
term-care policies provide nonforfeiture benefits "without payment of any additional
premiums." I've never been sure what that phrase means. It's possible that whoever
wrote this thought it might be free; instead of the company keeping the values
(whatever they are), the lapsing policyholder would have them, and that shouldn't
affect the cost.
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